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Abstract. Current accounting system has been used for more than six decades,
yet emerging technology like blockchain is arising to improve a new account-
ing method: triple-entry accounting. This study aims to construct a potential
framework of triple-entry accounting embedded with smart contract. The research
method of this study is qualitative with a study case. The result of this study is a
triple-entry accounting with a smart contract framework. The blockchain (smart
contract) ecosystem, the business parties will only need to record an internal
entry, and the opponent entry will be stored in a desentrilized ledger. Auditor will
give permission access to the blockchain ledger to perform an audit. Triple-entry
accounting with the smart contract will improve transparency and trust as well as
decrease audit cost significantly.
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1 Introduction

Understanding how earlier technology advancements and institutions have extended
and enhanced trade can assist us in determining whether blockchain represents a com-
parable transformational leap for business today. With such innovation, now is the best
time to seize great opportunities for larger purposes like economics or even further
another sphere like utilization in education. Furthermore, there was a prediction that
blockchain technology will change accounting paradigm and ecosystem that is Triple-
Entry Accounting with Blockchain Technology [1]. Access granted to blockchain con-
tains accounting transactions, then anyone on the block can combine these transactions in
real-time into the financial statements without requiring an auditor to ensure the accuracy
and validity of the desentralized ledger [2]. Blockchain technology is being utilized to
change theworld of accounting through the preparation and audit of financial statements.
[3] have conducted an early exploration of technology blockchain in accounting.

Earlier, single-entry accounting was by far the most convenient accounting method
[4]. It stores all accounting information created by a firm. In addition, it utilizes a
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cash-based recording system that keeps all incoming and outgoing cash [5]. Single-
entry accounting failed to provide a comprehensive view of the company’s financial
status. Single-entry accounting, although the simplest record-keeping technique of all
accounting procedures, is not especially suited for bigger enterprises with significant
assets and liabilities [4].

Since Pacioli’s time, double-entry accounting has been used [6]. Since then, double-
entry accounting has been the standard accounting record method for modern corporate
practices. For each transaction, the double-entry accounting method has established two
accounts, debit, and credit. The double-entry system is a different kind of accrual-based
accounting than the prior method. Accrual-based accounting provides more detailed
information about revenue and costs over time than cash-based accounting. Conse-
quently, double-entry accounting provides more accuracy than single-entry accounting
[5]. Because two separate corporate interests may control a single transaction, it is error-
prone. Such inaccuracies may be rectified using the auditing procedure. In addition,
the auditing process is time-consuming, costly, and tiresome. Even though the business
employs advanced accounting software, it cannot provide real-time visibility into orga-
nization activities [7]. The inadequacies of this double-entry accounting system must be
remedied because stakeholders expect more transparency and real-time data.

In 1986, Yuji Ijiri created “triple-entry accounting” [8]. Ijiri added a third layer of
entries known as trebits to the new set account to account for variations in revenue. A
‘triple-entry’ accounting systemoffers the organization timelier financial data, enhancing
strategic decision-making. Then, in 2005, Ian Grigg developed “triple-entry accounting”
[1]. Grigg’s definition of triple-entry accounting in 2005 differs significantly from [8]
definition of momentum accounting. [1] introduces a new concept known “the receipts
are transactions,” in which digitally signed receipts between parties involved are backed
by financial cryptography and can be seen by third parties’ shared entries to avoid
fraudulent activity and reduce redundant data in company records.

To avoid ambiguity, this study clearly differentiates between Ijiri’s andGrigg’sworks.
This research is mainly focused on [1] concept of triple-entry accounting. In addition,
this paper examines how blockchain facilitates the implementation of this alternative
accounting technique. A study of triple-entry accounting as a possible approach of
restructuring accounting systems is both topical and essential in an age of disruptive
technology development.

Important developments in the era of digitalization can be seen in all accounting
spheres, and, blockchain is a new way to store accounting information with triple-
entry accounting. Many companies are starting to change their goal towards achieving
an innovative organizational ecosystem where transparency and levels of trust among
stakeholders are higher than ever before [9]. Therefore, it is very important to see how the
development of triple-entry accountingwith blockchain to increase the positive effect for
accounting sphere. The aim of this study is to construct basic framework of a triple-entry
accounting system with blockchain (smart contract).
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Diffusion of Innovative (DOI) Theory

Humans are social creatures who continue to develop over time by producing various
innovations from creatively generated ideas. It aims to help the problem-solving process
properly as a solution to improve performance. According to [10] innovation is a break-
through that can create significant changes to the industrial world or human life, where
the existence of innovation in addition to solving the problems faced, also provides new
value as an opportunity to improve the standard of human life.

One theory that helps explain this phenomenon is the Diffusion of Innovative (DOI)
Theory, where this theory is one of the oldest social theories. [11] explains that dif-
fusion innovation theory is a description of how creations built by humans form new
cultural elements, actions, and instruments to be implemented in the environment, where
diffusion itself refers to innovations that are communicated regularly in various ways
aimed at certain parties. The purpose of the creation of new inventions by diffusion to
the community or business industry, the result to be achieved is how the instrument or
technology can be adopted properly.

According to [12], there are five categories of adoption, where when promoting a
new thought, there are different strategies that can be used to communicate to several
categories of adopters, namely:

(1). Innovators are inventorswho spark new ideas, technologies, and applications, where
they are the first users who aim to identify the risks involved to be analyzed and
prevented so that they can be used in society and industry.

(2). Early adopters are a group of people who enjoy change by following the times and
seeing opportunities in any changes that occur. At this stage, they adopt a technology
that they believe will generate large profits as an opportunity for their business to
progress, so they don’t need the information to convince them to adapt.

(3). An early majority is a group of people who are quick to adopt new technology as
a medium to help them complete their work. The difference with early adopters
is that in the early majority category, real evidence is needed from those resulting
from adopting the new findings.

(4). The Late Majority is a category that describes people who are skeptical of change.
They need encouragement from most of the people who have adopted them and it
takes quite a while for them to want to use them in their work.

(5). The laggard is a category of people who strictly adhere to their traditional beliefs
and are very skeptical of approaching impossible changes because they are based
on fear and pressure to change in new ways.

As has been further explained regarding the DOI Theory, the description of the
existence of the theory explains that a party needs information that is communicated
effectively and regularly so that technological growth can be conveyed properly. The
emergence of megatrends with the creation of various modern technologies has encour-
aged companies to be able to transform using technology to create advantages in being
globally competitive and create new corporate value, so companies must be able to adapt
and create a new business model that is adapted to changing times.
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2.2 The Development of Accounting Entry System

Accounting records on financial transactions to provide comprehensive information to
organizational stakeholders regarding the company’s financial activities and situation.
Single-entry accounting became famous in its era because its convenience that is no
requires professional skills to record financial transactions. Given the single record and
inability to crosscheck, this approach has major limitations because errors cannot be
recognized and tracked, allowing for plenty of potential for fraud within organization.
Due to the numerous limitations of single-entry accounting, Italian traders invented the
double-entry accounting system in the late Middle Ages [6]. Every financial transaction
in a double-entry accounting system necessitates the recording of two sides, namely the
debit and credit. Then, one of the most essential aspects of this system is that it keeps a
traceable and readily verifiable audit trail [5].

Nevertheless, this mechanism may act as a firewall. It is not a deterrent to fraud.
Even if the debits match the credits, it is possible to do it dishonestly or deceptively [13].
Therefore, the balance check of double-entry cannot prevent fraud. Further, because an
organization’s accounting records completed transactions separately and confidentially,
the possibility of falsified transactions exists. Shareholders and governments demand
audits regularly to ensure the integrity of a company’s accounts. The audit process is an
expensive and time-consuming operation that necessitates information verification and
reconciliation among several stakeholders [14]. Additionally, the system lacks trans-
parency, is controlled by each other, and is incapable of providing real-time insight into
corporate processes.

To address the issues of double-entry accounting, the concept of triple-entry account-
ingwas created [1, 8]. The core notion of triple-entry accounting is that one entity records
a transaction, the opposing entity agrees, and the operator of the joint transaction repos-
itory verifies it. Thus, every transaction results in three persons accepting a receipt.
In the form of a single decentralized entry, all entities possess the same transactional
information [15]. The triple-entry accounting system is thus preferable to the ordinary
double-entry accounting system. All accounting entries involving third parties are cryp-
tographically sealed by a third accounting entry (i.e., Blockchain). The major objective
of triple-entry accounting is precision, which is inextricably related to using immutable
real-time data [16] to enable the organization’s strategic decision-making process to be
more effective.

2.3 Triple-Entry Accounting Blockchain-Based

[1] major conceptual enhancements were made to the business recording system. At the
moment, it was uncertain who would be the reliable and impartial third party controlling
the third shared ledger. Three years later, Cryptocurrency was introduced (Bitcoin) [17]
and it is proven that blockchain technology makes bitcoin transactions secured because
they are stored in a ledger that can be traced by the parties involved.

A blockchain database is a distributed ledger that is decentralized, duplicated, and
shared [18]. Because each participant in this blockchain database gets the same copy of
the ‘whole’ ledger, it is no longer necessary for a central authority (e.g., a bank) to keep
track of parties’ information.
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Fig. 1. Theoritical Framework

When there is a change record in ownership of an asset in such a shared ledger,
the ledger is updated and shared with every party in the network. Consequently, this
distributed ledger adheres to [1] triple-entry accounting method since a commercial
transaction between two entities may be recorded in this third-party shared ledger, and
all entities can see this ledger’s most recent update. Auditing and reconciling with others
should not be necessary if all transactions are recorded in such a ledger (i.e., Blockchain).
In order to get a rapid understanding of the relationship of Diffusion of Innovative (DOI)
Theory, blockchain to triple-entry accounting embededd with smart contract, Fig. 1
presents the theoritical framework of this research.

3 Research Methods

For visualizing future triple-entry accounting frameworkpractices, the current studyused
a single case study technique. The majority of the research is a qualitative descriptive
in nature. First, this research identifies the flaws of the existing double-entry accounting
system. This has been done by doing a thorough assessment of the literature.

Secondly, the research constructs a potential of triple-entry accounting with
blockchain artifact. The construction conducted with a scenario:

Case: Triple-entry accounting embedded with smart contract.
The company would implement a mix of triple-entry accounting rules and smart

contracts. In such instances, Sect. 4 discusses the possibility of accounting methods.

4 Triple-Entry Accounting Embedded with Smart Contract

The smart contract is a fundamental concept that enhances triple-entry accounting over
the previous double-entry method. According to [19], a smart contract is a consensual
agreement between parties that is implemented by hardware or software that embeds the
property’s contractual terms. Moreover, according to [20], a smart contract is a digital
contract whose terms are agreed upon by two parties and recorded on a blockchain. Due
to the immutability of blockchain, neither party can alter these terms after they have
been recorded.
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Consequently, with incorporated smart contracts, the blockchain-based third share
ledger is substantially more than a regular ledger with recorded data [3]. The agreements
signed by two parties can be self-executed and/or self-enforced by this ledger. It can also
reply to and transmit data. Furthermore, this ledger can function similarly to a typical
bank.

This ledger may store client assets and transmit value: instead of trading in fiat,
the system’s unit of account is money (in a tokenized form). This third ledger that has
been linked to smart contracts is thus a “live” ledger. It delivers data, records data, and
completes transactions autonomously based on pre-programmed “program codes.” As
a consequence, the old financial system is eliminated.

Figure 2 illustrates a triple-entry accounting scenario using blockchain [5]. In the
first triple-entry accounting system, Companies A and B establish payment requirements
for a self-executing digital contract: Firm A will pay company B $100 after the task has
been finished. On this third ledger, the contract is signed by both parties. Company A
and Company B sign the contract again when the service is complete, the third ledger is
updated, and the computer programdelivers $100 toCompanyB. The following qualities
are included in all payment records stored on a blockchain [5]: (1). The use of tokens
(cryptocurrency) for payment removes the necessity for conventional banks. (2) This
financial transaction is documented in chronological sequence and is irreversible and
permanent. If there is an alteration, a new block will be needed. (3). Security threats are
reduced since a centralized administrator does not control this data. (4). This document
provides a link between the internal records of firms A and B, making them less prone
to error and fraud. (5). This document is readily verifiable, creating an audit trail.

The procedure described above demonstrates the advantages of a triple-entry
accounting system. Embedding triple-entry accounting with smart contracts offers the
ability to overcome the fundamental trust and transparency issues that plague tradi-
tional accounting. This revolutionary technique may consequently cut auditing time and
expenses. As a result, rather than just checking facts, more effort may be devoted to
preventing fraud. This prospective framework may not eradicate all types of fraud, but

Fig. 2. A payment transaction between Company A and B using triple-entry accounting with
blockchain
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it may greatly minimize internal fraud and increase the operational efficiency of an
organization.

However, this study proposed framework in order to improve the previous one.
Figure 3 depicts one possible design for improved triple-entry accounting embbededwith
a smart contract. This model would keep track of both business-to-business transactions
and data flows inside a company. In the system, each transaction would generate a record
that would be recorded in the blockchain ledger, in addition to the requirement of double-
entry system entries. To represent data flows inside an enterprise, blockchain ledger
entries would be recorded in token transfers across accounts, forming an interlocking
system of permanent accounting records.

Blockchain ledgers’ accounts would be arranged hierarchically to aggregate data at
several levels, allowing for both quick accounting equation balancing and diverse views
of information for different users. Tokens in the blockchain ledger might potentially be
used as certificates to prove obligations or assets ownership between entities. Blockchain
technology enables rapid analysis of anymistakes or fraud within accounting entries (for
example, duplicate payments), as well as transaction verification automation utilizing
data from entities. Furthermore, smart contracts encoded with accounting and business
regulations might allow for effective recording process control.

Above framework aims to construct a share and desentrilized ledger through a triple-
entry accounting embbeded with smart contract. To get a comprehensive understanding
of the framework, for example, company A has to pay $1000 for services rendered
by company B. Then company A creates an inovice. This invoice is encrypted using
business B’s public key and sent to the smart contract along with the transaction’s hash,
information, and terms and conditions. Then, business B will be notified of the request
and may check the transaction, request a hash, and approve it. Once business B approves
this transaction, the blockchains will be updated, and a shared ledger will be created
between the two parties.

Fig. 3. A proposed triple-entry accounting with smart contract framework
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After payments have beenmade, this public ledger is balanced. Auditors may use the
distributed ledger by requesting access to this ledger. An auditor may verify the legality
of a transaction using the hash stored in the blockchains at the moment each original
transaction was generated after the request had been approved.

5 Conclusion

Accounting, which encompasses measuring, processing, auditing, and sharing financial
data about economic entities, exists largely to promote trust and openness. Although
the current accounting system (double-entry accounting) and auditing procedure are
time-consuming, expensive, and ineffectual, they are time-consuming and expensive.
Triple-entry accounting with integrated smart contracts is a unique and potentially more
effective technique for attaining trust and transparency and is thus positioned to trans-
form the accounting industry. The audit process will be more efficient, and audit costs
will decrease. Only a small number of triple-entry accounting blockchain products and
services are fully operational in the accounting industry, but the projects described in this
article have already shown extraordinary potential. Future research should concentrate
on the obstacles to the wider use of triple-entry accounting. In addition, the research
methodologies might include surveying, experimentation, and design science study.
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